ABOUT US
The Pricing People is a young, dynamic, family
owned company founded to help retailers solve
their problems.
We are run by ex retailers so we really do understand the issues that you have and the best
way to solve them.
We have the best range of solutions for price
label and tag printing, and in particular in-store
reduction labelling, of any supplier in the UK.
In addition we have access to the cheapest label suppliers in the world and will not be
beaten on price by another UK supplier.

HOW CLEVER DO YOU WANT
YOUR LABELLING TO BE?
Desktop printer with
small keypad

EXPERIENCE
We are proud to work with some of the
UK’s biggest retailers.

Manual - you need to key in
data yourself, but extremely
cost effective and reliable.

Mobile printer with
small keypad
Still manual data entry, but
portable for carrying around
the shop or stock room.

Are your staff spending too long writing out
price labels, when they should be on your shop
floor selling?
Or, are you battling with pre printed labels that
limit your flexibility in putting on promotions?
How about kit that is too old, inflexible or just
not up to the job?
Or, simply, do you already have a good price labelling solution but you are fed up of constant
media price rises?
If any of the above are true we can help you.
Call us now on 0800 083 5435

Mobile printer with
hand held terminal
Very automated - terminal can
hold your entire stock file.
Fastest method and least errors. Same equipment can be
used for stock taking and price
checking.

Or something else? We have
access to all leading
equipment manufacturers
and a variety of other
solutions.

Please note - we have recently changed our name from
“Process IT”. Most of these customers will still know us by
our old name.

EXAMPLES
Ann Summers - before and after

Quick Product Overview

“...the best range of thermal printers for retail
in the industry…”

The Body Shop - before and after

“...will not be beaten on media prices…”

Dune - before and after
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